
TRAVEL WRITING ARTICLE SUBMISSIONS TO MAGAZINES

Publications that offer freelance travel writing jobs Outpost Magazine looks for submissions about travel, adventure and
culture. It is looking.

They like pieces about outdoor adventure and about threats to the environment and they want submissions to
be fun, well-researched and inspiring. Viator Blog If you have expertise or insights into specific destinations,
then Viator could be looking for you! Please do consult this before starting work. They invite writers to submit
articles which do not exceed the 2, words limit. Outpost Magazine Pay: Unspecified Outpost Magazine covers
a wide array of topics relating to travel, adventure and culture, using travel stories, insights and beautiful,
high-resolution photos. The pitch should demonstrate advance research and original ideas on the part of the
writer. So, why not do all of that, and get paid for it? Matador Network Matador Network work with
thousands of writers, photographers, and filmmakers. They encourage freelancers to submit articles no longer
than 3, words. They are looking for descriptive, straightforward writers who encourage people to go and see
the place for themselves. They encourage freelancers to submit articles that do not exceed the 2, word limit.
They like articles to keep within the 1, words limit. In this section websites , your work will most likely be
published online. Editorial guidelines for this publication follow a strict pattern. They are not looking for
people focussed on one particular organisation or self-promotion, but more about a general issue or theme.
They particularly look for submissions about the best ways to choose, use, install or enjoy wine cellars, racks,
cabinets and cooling equipment. They want New Mexico experiences with opinionated storytelling. Typically
in print jobs pay a bit better than when you get paid to write online by a website, but editors tend to be a bit
more hands on as well. They have both in print and digital magazines focusing on photography, art, travel, and
protecting the natural world. The submissions should have ample research and reporting and be fact-checked
properly. Write it in the first person and in the past tense. BBC Travel is one of the most recognized websites
for those looking to get paid to write online. Pay is competitive. Invest in a DSLR or the latest smartphone and
brush up on your photography skillz. They expect each feature article to be no longer than 1, words. They also
consider posts about wine pairings and in-depth travel articles. To learn about what a postcard is and how to
submit one to the editors, click the button below and read their guidelines page.


